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Abstract—In this paper we explore capabilities of spiking
neural networks in solving multi-task classification problems
using the approach of single-tasking of multiple tasks. We
designed and implemented a multi-task spiking neural network
(MT-SNN) that can learn two or more classification tasks while
performing one task at a time. The task to perform is selected
by modulating the firing threshold of leaky integrate and fire
neurons used in this work. The network is implemented using
Intel’s Lava platform for the Loihi2 neuromorphic chip. Tests
are performed on dynamic multitask classification for NMNIST
data. The results show that MT-SNN effectively learns multiple
tasks by modifying its dynamics, namely, the spiking neurons’
firing threshold.

Index Terms—Multi-task classification, Spiking neural net-
works, Loihi2 neuromorphic chip, Neuromodulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-task learning is a machine learning problem in which
a model is trained to solve more than one task [1]. This forces
the model to learn more general and robust representations re-
quired for performing such multiple tasks. Multi-task learning
is thought to be closer to the operation of a biological brain
than single-task learning [1]. Combining learning of multiple
tasks, however, encounters problems such as negative transfer,
i.e., when different tasks have conflicting needs, such as when
increasing performance for one task decreases performance of
the other task(s).

Several solutions were proposed to deal with the negative
learning problem [2]–[5]. The solution of interest here is [5],
where the authors solved the multi-task learning problem using
an approach called single tasking of multiple tasks. It consists
of training a neural network to solve more than one task but
doing only one task at a time, which is controlled by an
external additional input. They used attention-like mechanisms
in combination with adversarial loss for training a feed-
forward neural network to learn task-specific features. In other
words, by using the attention-like mechanisms the network
selects different set of features for learning each task. In this
way it creates internal pathways that process different tasks
independently mitigating the negative transfer problem.

The above described solution was implemented using classi-
cal, non-spiking, neural networks. In this work we use spiking
neural networks that are much more energy efficient when run

on a neuromorphic chip/computer; such as Intel’s Loihi2 chip
[6]. A spiking neuron is a dynamic unit that operates through
time similar to operation of biological neurons. Complexity of
spiking neurons allows for more powerful computations, but
their understanding is still in an early stage. Although solutions
using spiking neural networks to simple machine learning
tasks were reported [7]–[9], solutions to more complex tasks,
such as the multi-task learning problem, have not been done
yet.

In this paper, with the aim of better understanding and
thus allow for a wider use of spiking neural networks, we
present our findings of using them for solving multi-task
classification problems. The presented solution is constructed
based on the single tasking of multiple task approach. The
network behavior, in terms of which classification task to
perform, is controlled by modulating the spiking neuron’s
firing threshold, which can be seen as a simple implementation
of the neuromodulation property of biological neurons [10].
The MT-SNN architecture, shown in Figure 1, consists of
three blocks. Each block consists of one or more spiking
neuron layers connected in a feed-forward fashion. SLAYER, a
backpropagation algorithm for spiking neural networks, is used
for training the system [11]. The MT-SNN is implemented in
Intel’s Lava neuromorphic framework which will allow for its
testing directly on the Loihi2 chip once the access to the chip
is granted. MT-SNN is tested on the multi-task classification
NMNIST data [12].

The specific contributions of this work are as follows.
• We propose a spiking neural network that performs

multiple classification tasks based on controlling the neuron’s
firing threshold.

• We show that using an additional block for task classi-
fication improves performance losses caused by the negative
transfer problem inherent in solving multi-task problems.

• We experimentally show that modifying the firing thresh-
old of neurons gives better results than modifying an external
input to control MT-SNN operation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed multi-task spiking neural network. Section 3
describes experimental settings and results. The paper ends
with conclusions.
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II. METHOD

A. Problem Definition

In the setting of single tasking of a multi-task problem, we
consider an input space X , where X ∈ Rn and a set of two
(or more) classification labels Y (1) and Y (2), where Y (1) =
{y(1)1 , y

(1)
2 , ..., y

(1)
m } and Y (2) = {y(2)1 , y

(2)
2 , ..., y

(2)
p }. Then we

want to construct a spiking neural network, F , with weights
W and an internal parameter (in our case the firing threshold)
ϕ that learns the transformations: y(1)i = F (xi | W,ϕ = ϕ1)

and y(2)i = F (xi |W,ϕ = ϕ2).

B. Model

The MT-SNN architecture is shown in Figure 1. It consists
of three spiking neuron blocks connected in a feed-forward
fashion, similar to [13]. The spiking input signal is processed
by the first block, the feature extraction block, into a latent
p-dimensional spiking feature vector, which is then used to
assign the multi-task labels using a label classifier block. A
task classifier block is used for learning the specific task that
is being performed. The idea behind this 3-block architecture
is to allow the feature extraction block receive feedback from
the label classifier block (label classification loss) and also
from the task classifier block (task loss) during training. In this
way, the task classifier block acts as a regularization block for
the feature extraction block. The task classifier block is not
used during testing. Note that in contrast to the architecture
proposed in [13], MT-SNN does not use a gradient reversal
layer before the task classifier block. This is done to enforce
the feature extraction block learn independent feature vectors
for each classification task.

As the spiking neuron model in MT-SNN, the discrete-time
approximation of the integrate and fire neuron model [14] is
used. The equations for the membrane potential, U (l)

i [n], and
synaptic current, I(l)i [n], of neuron i in layer l are given by:

U
(l)
i [n+ 1] = αU

(l)
i [n] + I

(l)
i [n]− S(l)

i [n] (1)

I
(l)
i [n+ 1] = βI

(l)
i [n] +

∑
j

W
(l)
ij S

(l)
j [n] +

∑
j

V
(l)
ij S

(l)
j [n] (2)

where α and β are decay constants equal to α ≡
exp(− Mt

τmem
) and β ≡ exp(− Mt

τsyn
) with a small simulation

time step Mt> 0 and membrane and synaptic time constants
τmem and τsyn; Wij are synaptic weights of the postsynaptic
neuron i and presynaptic neurons j; Vij are recurrent synaptic
weights of neurons i and j within the same layer l; and S(l)

j [n]
is the output spike train of neuron j in layer l at time step
[n]. The output spike train is expressed as the Heaviside step
function of the difference between the membrane voltage and
the firing threshold ϕ as follows: Ŷ

S
(l)
j [n] = Θ(U

(l)
j [n]− ϕ) (3)

C. Training

The goal is to learn a set of weights, W , that predicts task
1 when using the firing threshold ϕ = ϕ1 and task 2 (or, in
general, more tasks) when ϕ = ϕ2. In order to achieve this,
during training, two random processes are used. First, a sample
(or a sample batch) is randomly selected as the input. Second,
a task to train for is randomly selected. If task 1 is selected,
then the firing threshold of the feature extraction block and
the label classifier block is set to ϕ = ϕ1 and, similarly, for
task 2 it is ϕ = ϕ2. After setting the firing threshold, the
input samples are presented. Backpropagation SLAYER [11]
algorithm is used to minimize both the label classifier and the
task classifier loss functions. The total loss, L, is calculated
as:

L = (1− γ) ∗ Ly + γ ∗ Lt (4)

where Ly is the loss for the label classifier block given by
Ly = Loss(Y, Ŷ ); Lt is the loss for the task classifier block
given by Lt = Loss(T, T̂ ); and γ is a loss rate constant that
controls the rate between the label and task classifier losses.
The true labels for the label classifier block, Y , are constructed
as a concatenation of Y1 and Y2 = 0 or Y1 = 0 and Y2
depending on whether task 1 or task 2 was selected. The task
classifier block is trained to predict a 0 or 1 depending on
whether the network is being trained with task 1 or task 2
data. Note that we do not change the firing threshold of the task
classifier block. This is because, we want the task classifier
block to backpropagate the same information to the feature
extraction block regardless of which task is being performed.

D. Testing

For testing, first the firing threshold equal to ϕ1 or ϕ2 is
set depending which task is tested. Second, the samples are
input only to the feature extraction and to the label classifier
blocks. The task classifier block is not used since the job is not
to predict the task being performed as it is already determined
by the chosen firing threshold.

E. Implementation

The network is implemented using Intel’s framework Lava
which consists of a set of libraries for development of neuro-
morphic simulation1. Lava framework is designed to allow for
deployment on the Loihi2 neuromorphic chip. The code for
the network implementation as well as all experiments and
results are posted at GitHub.2

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The performance of MT-SNN, which architecture is shown
in Figure 1, is tested on the neuromorphic NMNIST data
(60K training and 10K testing samples) [12]. Three types
of experiments are performed. First, the training and testing
performance of MT-SNN for different threshold values is
tested (Fig. 2 and Table I). The task classifier block is not used

1The lava and lava-dl library are available at https://lava-nc.org
2https://github.com/PaoloGCD/MultiTask-SNN
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Fig. 1. MT-SNN architecture. The network consists of three processing blocks connected in a feed-forward fashion: a feature extraction and two classifier
blocks. The label classifier outputs the labels for task 1 or task 2 (or more). The task classifier is used as a regularization mechanism to aid the feature
extraction block learning a set of independent features for each particular task.

in order to asses the effects of the selected threshold values
only. Second, the influence of including the task classifier
block in training are analyzed (Table II). Third, results of the
MT-SNN and a MT-SNN that uses the external input current
(not the threshold) are compared (Table III).

A. Varying threshold

Figure 2 shows the training loss and accuracy of the MT-
SNN for two-task classification on the NMNIST data using
different thresholds. For task 1, the digit classification with
10 labels, and for task 2 the odd/even digit classification
with 2 labels are used. Figure 2 also shows the results for a
single-task spiking neural network, called ST-SNN, separately
trained only on task 1 or task 2 as a base case. The network
architecture for both MT-SNN and ST-SNN is essentially the
same. It consists of two layers of 512 spiking neurons in the
feature extraction block and two layers of 128 and 12 spiking
neurons in the label classifier block. Note that ϕ1 is kept at
1.25 in all tests while ϕ2 varies from 1.5 to 10. The constant
ϕ1 value is used to tune spiking neurons to operate in a normal
operation mode (single tasking).

Notice in Fig. 2 that using ϕ1 = 1.25 and ϕ2 = 5.0 results
in performance close to the base case scenario (when ST-SNN
is trained on task 1 only). Using values for ϕ1 and ϕ2 close to
each other achieves results in lower accuracies than the base
case. On the other hand, using values that are too far apart
(like ϕ1 = 1.25 and ϕ2 = 10) causes longer training time for
MT-SNN. Table I compares accuracy on task 1 and task 2 of
MT-SNN for different firing threshold pairs, after training for
100 epochs. Table I also includes accuracy for the ST-SNN
(base case).

Two conclusions can be drawn from these results. First,
similar to training performance shown in Figure 2, MT-
SNN performs better when the difference between ϕ1 and
ϕ2 increases. Second, the best accuracy on task 1 for MT-

Fig. 2. Training accuracy and training loss for the ST-SNN (base case)
and MT-SNN using different threshold values. ϕ1 is kept at 1.25 and ϕ2

is changed from 1.5 to 10.

TABLE I
TESTING ACCURACY ON NMNIST DATA FOR MT-SNN USING DIFFERENT

FIRING THRESHOLD VALUES.

Model Testing accuracy (%)
Task 1 Task 2

ST-SNN (base case) 98.85 100.00
MT-SNN - ϕ1 = 1.25, ϕ2 = 1.5 93.73 98.00
MT-SNN - ϕ1 = 1.25, ϕ2 = 2.0 95.40 98.31
MT-SNN - ϕ1 = 1.25, ϕ2 = 3.0 96.60 98.90
MT-SNN - ϕ1 = 1.25, ϕ2 = 5.0 97.86 99.19
MT-SNN - ϕ1 = 1.25, ϕ2 = 10.0 97.99 99.13

SNN, with ϕ1 = 1.25 and ϕ2 = 10.0, is 0.86% lower than
the accuracy of the base case. Such performance decrease
is typical in multi-task problems. In order to improve this
performance, we use the task classifier block, which results
are presented next.



B. Using the task classifier block in training

The task classifier block is used to improve the perfor-
mance loss due to the nature of multi-task problems. Table
II compares accuracy with the use of task classifier block
during training. Results are shown for the loss rate constant
γ (Equation 4) values equal to 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1. For the
convenience of the reader, the results for ST-SNN and MT-
SNN (repeated from Table I) are also shown. All test are done
using ϕ1 = 1.25 and ϕ2 = 5 values.

TABLE II
TESTING ACCURACY ON NMNIST DATA FOR MT-SNN USING TASK

CLASSIFIER BLOCK

Model Testing accuracy (%)
Task 1 Task 2

ST-SNN - Base case 98.85 100.00
MT-SNN (without task classifier) 97.86 99.19
MT-SNN / γ = 0.1 97.97 100.00
MT-SNN / γ = 0.2 97.72 100.00
MT-SNN / γ = 0.3 97.59 100.00
MT-SNN / γ = 0.5 97.69 100.00

We see that the addition of the task classifier block increases
performance of MT-SNN by 0.11% on task 1 and by 0.81%
on task 2 for γ = 0.1. The small increase can be attributed to
the fact that the task classifier used in training is very simple
(only two labels). It was observed during the experiments that
the task classifier block reaches a plateau with 100% accuracy
after only 20 epochs; after that its contribution to the feature
extraction block is minimal.

C. Using firing threshold vs external input current

For another comparison Table III shows accuracy of MT-
SNN that uses the external input current (MT-SNN-EC) in-
stead of the firing threshold for predicting task 1 or task 2.
The training was done for 100 epochs using Iext1 = 0 for task
1 and Iext2 equal to 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 5 for task 2.

TABLE III
TESTING ACCURACY ON NMNIST DATA FOR MT-SNN THAT USES Iext

TO CONTROL THE NETWORK OPERATION

Model Testing accuracy (%)
Task 1 Task 2

ST-SNN (base case) 98.85 100.00
MT-SNN / γ = 0.1 97.97 100.00
MT-SNN-EC / Iext2 = 0.05 95.63 98.06
MT-SNN-EC / Iext2 = 0.1 96.05 97.86
MT-SNN-EC / Iext2 = 0.5 96.07 97.66
MT-SNN-EC / Iext2 = 1.0 95.78 97.62
MT-SNN-EC / Iext2 = 5.0 92.20 97.95

We notice that while controlling Iext the results are lower
than when modifying the firing threshold of the spiking
neurons. This behavior is interesting since it is closer to how
biological neurons perform neuromodulation.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we designed and implemented a multi-task
spiking neuron network, MT-SNN, that uses the firing thresh-
old to modify its operation while using the single tasking
of multiple tasks approach. MT-SNN architecture consists
of three processing blocks for feature extraction, for label
classification and for task classification; the latter serving as
a regularization process. Using the task classifier block in
training resulted in small improvement of testing accuracy.
The results show that MT-CSNN predicts both tasks with
only slightly lower accuracy than ST-SNN. Specifically, MT-
CSNN achieved 97.97% accuracy while ST-CSNN 98.85%.
Experimental comparison of using the firing threshold vs
using the external input current shows that with the firing
threshold the accuracy is 97.97% while with the external input
current the accuracy is 96.07%. Note that MT-CSNN was
implemented on Intel’s Lava neuromorphic platform.
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